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Kosovo enacts protectionist customs duties on imports from Serbia
and Bosnia and Herzegovina
The Government of Kosovo has enacted 100% customs duties on
imports from Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina
On 21 of November, Kosovo’s Government imposed a 100% Customs Tariffs
on products from Bosnia and Serbia. Initially, the tariff was set at 10% but
has been quickly raised to 100% due to rising trade tensions between the
respective countries.
Furthermore, based on this decision, Kosovo Customs are obligated to
prohibit the imports of products that do not contain a reference to the
Republic of Kosovo and instead contain references such as “Kosovo Metohi”,
“Kosovo Unmik”, “Kosovo 1244”, “Kosovo Rezoluta 1244” also those which
includes only the name of the city without the name of the Republic of
Kosovo, or those that are against the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo.
Nevertheless, the above customs duties do not apply for products from
international manufacturers that are produced in Bosnia and Serbia.
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